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"Mister Glasbey, since this was a team effort, the contribution points should all be given out evenly! There were a total of six of

us, so everyone should get over eight hundred points," Leon smiled as he told them how he would split it.

"What?"

Scott, Chad, and the others were shocked to hear that. They could not believe their ears!

They thought that Leon would swallow up all the points for himself!

Yet, they never expected that Leon did not swallow up all the points despite being the main contributor, and even asked to split

up the points evenly with them!

It was just unbelievable!

It was obvious how shocked a few of them were!

Of course, they were not the only ones who were shocked, even Alfred was too!

"Leon, you killed Poisonwielder yourself this time. You contributed the most! You were also the leader! Isn’t it bad for you to

evenly split up the contribution points like this?!' Alfred said with some hesitation.

He knew very well that Leon should have gotten at least half of the contribution points with everything Leon did!

Yet, Leon was not greedy at all. Instead, he planned on splitting it evenly amongst the whole team!

"That's right! Mister Wolf, you pretty much killed Poisonwielder yourself this time!"

"How could we split the points with you evenly?! It's too unfair for you!"

Scott, Oliver, and the others hurriedly said.

There were just there to make up the numbers this time. They practically did nothing!

If Leon just gave them a hundred or two hundred points since they did not do much, they would have been very happy!

"It's fine! We were working as a team this time. No one should be left out! This time, everyone took on quite a lot of risk to kill

Poisonwielder, and you did your best! As for the contributions, there's no need to make things so clear. We should just split

everything up evenly!' Leon said nonchalantly.

He already obtained the Angel's Fruit. So he did not need contribution points at that moment!

Furthermore, he was a non-staff personnel of the Dragon Corps, contribution points were not that useful for him. It was pointless

for him to take more!

Rather than that, it was better for him to split it all up evenly. It might be useful to the rest!

"But-"

Scott, Oliver, and the others still wanted to persuade Leon, but Leon interrupted them before they could say anything!

"There's nothing else to talk about! Since Mister Glasbey gave me the right to distribute the points, it's settled!" Leon said.

"Alright then!"

"Mister Wolf, thank you so much."

Since Leon was already determined, Scott, Oliver, and the others were very touched by Leon's generosity. They sincerely

expressed their thanks!

Scott, Chad, and Jerry in particular felt a bit regretful too!

They were even worried that Leon would swallow up all the points for himself, but it seemed that Leon was a morally upright

man. They were the ones who were behaving in petty thoughts!

At that moment, the three of them were very impressed by Leon's character!
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